NEW WALK OF FAME GUESTS AVAILABLE FOR INTERVIEWS

Walk of Fame-Approved Media Are Invited to Request Interviews with Actors

ATLANTA – August 13, 2019 – Over the past few weeks, Dragon Con, the internationally known pop culture, science fiction, fantasy, and gaming convention, has announced nearly three-dozen Walk of Fame guests, most of whom are available for interviews.

Walk of Fame-approved media are invited to request interviews with any of the actors who have been announced. Reporters can request up to 10 interviews, and all requests must be submitted by 11:59 pm central time on August 15. Use this link. https://www.dragoncon.org/mediarelations/walk-of-fame-interview-requests/

All interviews are arranged as press conferences. The guest has the final say on whether to do an interview, and may be limited by schedule, contractual obligations, or other reasons.

In addition, reporters from any outlet approved to cover Dragon Con are invited to seek interviews with artists, authors, game designers, and other creators and experts who are attending the convention. Those interviews can be requested at this link: https://www.dragoncon.org/mediarelations/interviews/request-comic-literary-artist-interview/

Guests announced since July 4 are listed below, in alphabetical order with their most notable pop culture role(s). Please check other sources for a complete list of an actor’s work.

Hale Appleman – The Magicians, Teeth
Tala Ashe – Legends of Tomorrow
Paul Blackthorne – Arrow, Dresden Files
David Blue – SGU Stargate Universe
Peter Brooke – Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance
Ben Browder – Farscape, Stargate SG-1
Jordan Calloway – Black Lightning
Wes Chatham – The Expanse, Hunger Games
François Chau – The Expanse, Lost
Alice Dinnean – Dark Crystal, Age of Resistance, The Muppets
Olivia Dudley – The Magicians, Paranormal Activity
Cary Elwes – Stranger Things, Robin Hood: Men in Tights, Princess Bride
Lou Ferrigno – The Incredible Hulk
Dan Fogler – Fantastic Beasts
Harvey Guillen – The Magicians, What We Do In The Shadows
Colton Hayes – Arrow, American Horror Story: Cult
Brian Henson – Farscape, Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance, Jim Henson’s Creature Shop Challenge Live
Martin Kove – Karate Kid, Cobra Kai
Greg Lawson – Wynonna Earp
Donal Logue – Gotham, Sons of Anarchy
Jes Macallen – DC’s Legends of Tomorrow
Ralph Macchio – The Outsiders, Karate Kid, Cobra Kai
Jason Marsden – Boy Meets World, The Goofy Movie
Marisol Nichols – Riverdale, Teen Wolf, 24
Rockne O’Bannon – Farscape
Shannon Purser – Stranger Things
James Remar – Black Lightning
Dustin Rhodes, formerly known as Goldust – professional wrestling legend
Kim Rhodes – Supernatural
Jake “The Snake” Roberts – WWE Hall of Fame wrestler
Melanie Scrofano – Wynonna Earp
William Shatner – Star Trek
Mark Steger – Stranger Things
Steven Strait – The Expanse
Keegan Connor Tracy – The Magicians, Once Upon a Time
Karl Urban – Star Trek, Thor: Ragnarok, Lord of the Rings,
Cress Williams – Black Lightning
William Zabka – Karate Kid, Cobra Kai